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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which commands are available only after Vault has been unsealed? (select two)
A. vault login -method=ldap -username=vault
B. vault operator unseal
C. vault kv get kv/apps/app01
D. vault status
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Once Vault is unsealed, you can run vault login -method=ldap -username=vault and vault kv get
kv/apps/app01. The second command assumes that you have authenticated but it cannot be
run unless Vault is unsealed. vault status can be run regardless of Vault is sealed or unsealed,
and vault operator unseal can only be run when the vault is sealed.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization is using AWS since a few months. The finance team wants to visualize the
pattern of AWS spending. Which of the below AWS tool will help for this requirement?
A. AWS Consolidated Billing
B. AWS Cost Manager
C. AWS CloudWatch
D. AWS Cost Explorer
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
The AWS Billing and Cost Management console includes the Cost Explorer tool for viewing AWS
cost data as a graph. It does not charge extra to user for this service. With Cost Explorer the user
can filter graphs using resource tags or with services in AWS. If the organization is using
Consolidated Billing it helps generate report based on linked accounts. This will help

organization to identify areas that require further inquiry. The organization can view trends and
use that to understand spend and to predict future costs.

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the above diagram, the system shows two Aruba access points.
Which VLANs must be configured on trunk link D between the router and Aruba controller to
support wireless users when the controller is provisioned for L2 operations? (Choose all of the
correct answers.)
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: B,D,E
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